The interdisciplinary team caring for a patient, communicating with each other, and focused on improving patient outcomes is key to agency success. With the 5 Star Rating, Value Based Purchasing and the CoPs, if an agency doesn’t utilize a case management model, they will be behind other agencies! Although implementing a case management model is a simple concept, many agencies work more in a visit model, in which all disciplines are task oriented and rarely communicate to each other. Find out the fundamentals of an effective case management model for home health and get Strategies and Tips to utilize in your agency.

Did You Miss The Live Webinar?
No Problem! MAHC has the Audio Recording Available. Complete this order form and we will get the audio recording sent to you!

How a Case Management Model Meets the New HH COPs and How an Effective Model Works
Webinar Audio Recording
Featuring: Sharon Litwin, RN, BSHS, MHA, HCS-D, Founder and Senior Managing Partner, 5 Star Consultants, LLC

The interdisciplinary team caring for a patient, communicating with each other, and focused on improving patient outcomes is key to agency success. With the 5 Star Rating, Value Based Purchasing and the CoPs, if an agency doesn’t utilize a case management model, they will be behind other agencies! Although implementing a case management model is a simple concept, many agencies work more in a visit model, in which all disciplines are task oriented and rarely communicate to each other. Find out the fundamentals of an effective case management model for home health and get Strategies and Tips to utilize in your agency.

About our Speaker: Sharon Litwin, RN, BSHS, MHA, HCS-D is the founder and senior managing partner of 5 Star Consultants, a national consulting and coding firm specializing in homecare and hospice services since 2003. Sharon is a former ACHC and CHAP surveyor, performing Medicare deemed surveys for ten years. Sharon has been in the homecare and hospice industry for over 30 years. In her consulting firm, Sharon and her team of RN’s assist homecare and hospice agencies in providing quality, meeting regulations, ICD-10 coding, OASIS, increasing outcomes and Star Ratings, and having continued survey readiness. Sharon and her staff perform ICD-10 coding and OASIS reviews, QAPI, clinical record reviews, mock surveys and help agencies across the country stay in compliance.

ORDER FORM
Fee is for audio recording only. CNE is available until March 12, 2018.

Company ________________________________________________________________
Name ___________________________________________ Email ________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ____________ Zip _______________________
Phone __________________________ Fax __________________________

Fee: Audio Recording Only
MAHC Members—$159
Non-Members—$318

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED__________________________

Mail Registration & Payment to:
Missouri Alliance for HOME CARE
2420 Hyde Park, Suite A
Jefferson City, MO 65109
Phone: (573) 634-7772  Fax: (573) 634-4374

Continuing Education: Missouri Alliance for Home Care is an approved provider of Continuing Nurses Education by the Midwest Multistate Division, an accredited approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Commission on Accreditation. The program planner and presenters have no conflict of interest in regards to this webinar. Participants will earn a maximum of 1.5 nursing contact hours.

Nursing CNE will only be available until March 12, 2018.  Please ensure you follow all the instructions to receive CNE.